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Introduction

Textiles play a fundamental role in how we perceive a 
space. Much more than just a practical consideration, they 
create atmosphere and complete the experience when we 
interact with furniture.

When selecting a textile, each setting poses a unique set of 
requirements. To help you make the right choice, this guide 
explains the characteristics and benefits of popular 
materials, weaves, finishes and manufacturing processes.
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About Kvadrat

Kvadrat was established in Denmark in 1968 and has deep 
roots in Scandinavia’s world-famous design tradition. 
A leader in design innovation, Kvadrat produces high-
performance design textiles, rugs, window coverings and 
acoustic solutions for both commercial and residential 
interiors. 

Our products reflect our commitment to colour, quality, 
simplicity and innovation. We consistently push the 
aesthetic, technological and functional properties of 
textiles. 

Our textiles have been used in some of the world’s most
iconic architectural developments, such as the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, Guggenheim Museum Bilbao 
and Guangzhou Opera House in China.

Key facts: 
•  Leading in design innovation of textiles
•  Established in Denmark in 1968
•  59 incorporated companies
•  38 showrooms
•  Representatives in 28 countries
•  Involved in approx. 4,000 building projects per year
•  Quality management certified ISO 9001 since 1992
•  Environmentally certified ISO 14001 since 1997

The Kvadrat collection

With our range of product lines you can create tactile,
comfortable and productive spaces that fit any design
scheme: upholsteries for furniture, curtains and roller
blinds to decorate windows, acoustic panels for walls 
and ceilings as well as rugs for floors.

Our collection includes:
•  Over 800 designs and 9,500 colours
•   Numerous materials, such as wool, silk, linen,  

Trevira CS, recycled polyester and cotton
•  A very wide choice of styles and constructions
•   Sometimes, even that is not enough. In those cases we 

offer our ‘customised’ service of bespoke colours, 
prints or weaves

•   Most Kvadrat upholstery and curtains come with a 10-
year quality warranty

•   The majority of our textiles are Greenguard Gold 
certified
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Designers

We work with some of the world’s leading designers
and during the years we have developed emerging talent.
They all work independently and find their inspiration in
very different areas.

Most of them work in other design areas, such as furniture, 
jewellery, ceramics, graphic design and architecture.

Among our collaborators are: Patricia Urquiola, Ronan 
and Erwan Bouroullec, Alfredo Häberli, Doshi Levien, 
Giulio Ridolfo, Peter Saville, Pipilotti Rist, Thomas Demand 
and Olafur Eliasson.

Environment

Respect for the environment is paramount at Kvadrat.  
Ever since our company was founded in 1968, we have  
had a strong focus on minimising our environmental 
impact throughout all processes from design to delivery.

We use the latest technology and the best raw materials  
to enhance the quality and longevity of our products,  
and minimise their environmental impact. Reflecting this, 
many have been awarded the EU Ecolabel and achieved the 
GREENGUARD® Gold certification. 

We pay great respect to the earth’s resources and are
dedicated to working towards a circular economy, in which 
waste fibres become the resources of tomorrow.

We ensure that we communicate our impact transparently 
through our Environmental Product Declarations (EPD) and 
Health Product Declarations (HPD).

We comply with:
•  REACH regulation
•   We only use dyes that comply with EU Ecolabel 

requirements, including AZO and heavy metal dye 
restrictions

•   We do not use halogen-based flame retardants  
(inc. brominated and chlorinated)

•   Our woven products in the Kvadrat collection do not 
contain PVC (polyvinyl chloride)

•   We do not use PFCs (perfluorinated compounds)
•   Woollen products are not mothproofed



Kvadrat headquarters, Ebeltoft



Kvadrat/Raf Simons collection 2020



Your Eye Is My Island, Pipilotti Rist – National Museum of Modern Art, Kyoto MAGNUMB, Arthur Jafa – Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk



Kvadrat Goes American campaign 2021



My Canvas exhibition, 2017



Fog Couch, Olafur Eliasson



Dressed Up, Marie Sloth Rousing for Knit! Conversation Series, Adam Goodrum Studio for Knit! 



Plot, Kapwani Kiwanga – Haus der Kunst, Munich



Take My Breath Away, Danh Vo – Statens Museum for Kunst, Copenhagen



Kvadrat Kabarett, Doshi Levien



Materials
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Choosing materials 

Various upholstery textiles suit different settings.  
For example, in general, woven upholstery is most 
comfortable as it ‘breathes’ better. Furthermore, some 
furniture designs are not suited to all types of textiles.

So, before deciding on an upholstery fabric, it is important 
to consider the following:

•  How it will be used
•  How often it will be cleaned
•  Its expected lifetime 
•  The shape of the furniture
•  Will it be hard or soft upholstered
•  How its colour will work in context
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Natural fibres

Animal Vegetable Mineral

Fur Cocoon Bast Leaf Stem Seed/fruit Asbestos

Wool

Angora

Mohair

Llama

Camel

Cashmere

Silk Coconut Manila

Sisal

Linen

Hemp

Cotton

Combination of Kvadrat wool and Trevira CS textiles
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Cotton

Cotton is a vegetable fibre. Cottonseed lint, consisting  
of cellulose, is used for cotton yarn.

Benefits:
•  Renewable and biodegradable
•  Hard-wearing
•  Very comfortable – cotton has a soft and natural feel
•   Strong colour and printing properties – fibres have  

a high absorption capacity

Recommended applications:
•  Private homes
•  Low-traffic areas
•  Soft seating
•  Small upholstery surfaces

Wool

Wool consists of sheep fibres. It is very versatile, and 
offers many natural advantages. 

Benefits:
•  Renewable and biodegradable  
•   Naturally flame-retardant – does not require chemical 

treatment
•   Naturally dirt-resistant – resists soiling to a greater extent 

than many other fibres
•   Hard-wearing – capable of withstanding a high degree  

of abrasion 
•   Comfortable – compact, soft and breathable fibres  

adjust to room temperature
•   Flexible – elastic fibres ensure excellent stretchability  

and no creases
•  Low pilling
•  Ages beautifully
•   A wide selection of Kvadrat’s wool textiles carry the  

EU Ecolabel
•  Wool textiles are GREENGUARD Gold certified
•   Mohair from the angora goat is also a wool fibre with the 

same benefits as wool fibres

Recommended applications:
•  Contract and private 
•  Premium quality furniture 
•  Hard and soft upholstery
•  Organically shaped furniture and large surfaces
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Linen

Linen has been prized for thousands of years for its many 
uses. The fibres used for textiles derive from the stem of the 
flax plant. Linen has a very characteristic natural 
appearance and is mostly used in blends with other 
textured fibres.

Benefits of a wool/hemp blend:
•  Renewable and biodegradable 
•  Hard-wearing
•  Comfortable
•  Natural and shiny look

Recommended applications:
•  Private and contract
•  Ideal for soft seating

Hemp

Hemp is a fibre extracted from the stem of the Cannabis 
sativa plant, in a similar manner to the extraction of linen 
from flax. Combined with wool, hemp is suitable for 
upholstery. 

Benefits of a wool/hemp blend:
•  Renewable and biodegradable 
•  Hard-wearing
•  Comfortable
•  Natural look
•   Hemp only requires small quantities of agricultural 

chemicals during cultivation

Recommended applications:
•  Private and contract
•  Ideal for soft seating
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Regenerated

Cellulose Cellulose Esters Protein

Viscose

Modal

Acetate

Man-made materials Viscose

Viscose is a cellulose fibre produced from wood pulp, 
typically from pine trees. As a base material, cellulose is 
the same as cotton, and viscose has similar benefits to 
cotton. It is mostly used in combination with other 
natural fibres to give a certain shininess and brilliance.
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Synthetic

Polyamide Polyester Polyacrylic Polypropylene

Nylon Trevira CS

ElastanePolyurethanePVC

(Polyvinyl chloride)

Lycra

Man-made materials Polyester

Polyester is a synthetic fibre made using raw material  
from the petrochemical industry. Kvadrat mostly works 
with flame retardant (FR) types of polyester, such as 
Trevira CS. This is a unique type of flame-retardant 
polyester. It is produced by Trevira GmbH, an ISO 14001 
certified company.

As a sustainable option, Kvadrat’s Revive 1 designs are 
made of 100% recycled polyester FR, which comes from 
used plastic bottles. Consequently they are ideal for 
those looking for textiles with a significantly reduced 
environmental impact.

Benefits of polyester FR:
•  Hypoallergenic yarns
•  Fast drying – tumble drying is not necessary
•   Permanently flame retardant – so does not require 

chemical treatment
•   Hard-wearing – strong abrasion performance and  

minimal pilling
•  Washable at 60ºC and even higher temperatures
•  Can be disinfected
•  Unaffected by moisture
•  Trevira CS textiles are GREENGUARD Gold certified

Benefits of recycled polyester
•   Made from 100% recycled waste material and is 

recyclable
•   Reduces plastic landfill waste by using waste as a 

resource
•   Entirely avoids use of virgin petro chemical based fibres
•   Recycled polyester requires fewer resources and 

generates lower GHG emissions than the production of 
virgin polyester
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Recommended applications:
•   Contract, including the healthcare sector,  

and private areas
•  High-traffic areas
•  Outdoor and/or moist environments
•  Detachable upholstery fabrics
•  Rooms used by people with allergies

Polyacrylic

Polyacrylic is another synthetic fibre based on chemicals 
from the petrochemical industry.

Benefits:
• Very soft, wool-like handle
• Relatively high resistance to sunlight

Recommended applications:
• Contract and private



Microfibre

Microfibre is an exceptionally thin fibre less than 1 denier, 
which is one-twentieth of the diameter of silk. The most 
common types are created using nylon, polyester, 
polyurethane or a mixture of these fibres. 

During production, the fibres are first pressed together 
using pins. Next, the resulting material is napped in order  
to achieve a suede-like appearance.

Kvadrat’s textile Waterborn is made with super-microfibres,  
which are as fine as 0.001 denier, ensuring extra softness, 
durability and lightness. Unlike conventional microfibres, 
Waterborn is made without solvent, using a process that 
uses 70% less water and produces 35% less CO2 than 
traditional production methods. 

Benefits:
•  Soft
•  Supple
•  Hard-wearing
•  Waterborn has a GREENGUARD Gold certification
•   Waterborn is a sustainable alternative  

to leather and suede

Recommended applications:
•  Contract and private
•  Hard and soft upholstery
 

Polyurethane (PU)

PU materials are produced by binding a thin layer of 
polyurethane into a woven, knitted or non-woven base 
article. The polyurethane layer will typically form a very 
durable, hard-wearing surface.

Benefits:
•  Ease of use and simple maintenance
•  Exceptional durability 
•  Wipeable with disinfectants

Recommended applications:
•  Healthcare sector
•  Soft padding and organic shapes
•   Special constructions where the frame of the chair 

protects the fabric 

PU articles are not suitable for:
•  Very high traffic areas
•   Shell chairs and stackable chairs – the surface may  

crack or peel off if the chair is insufficiently padded on  
edges and corners

•  Gluing – the surface becomes inflexible and may crack
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Linen: Levino Cotton: Harald 3



Recycled polyester: Revive 1Wool: Divina MD



Trevira CS: Field 2 Microfibre: Waterborn



From yarn to textile
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Yarns

Loose fibre goes through a number of processes to be 
turned into yarn. This involves opening, cleaning and 
aligning the loose fibres, then gathering them into a band.

Subsequently, these bands are stretched and twisted  
to give the yarn its final strength and thickness. This is 
called spinning.

Spun yarns
Are made from fibres of a set length called staple fibres.  
All natural fibres, except silk, are staple.

Filament yarns
Are made from fibres of infinite lengths (filament fibres). 
Synthetic textiles are most often made from filament yarns. 
All Kvadrat upholstery made by synthetic fibres is woven 
with filament yarns, which is an advantage as they do not 
pill.

Carded yarns
Undergo few alignment processes and are therefore  
relatively ‘woolly’.
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Worsted yarns
Are combed to remove very short fibres. As a result,  
they are very smooth and lustrous.

Plied yarns
Are two or more yarns that are plied together, ensuring 
greater tensile strength and evenness. Special machines 
can ply different types of yarn together. This is how bouclé, 
slub and loop yarns are created.

Chenille yarns
Consist of short fibres attached to an inner thread.  
This gives the yarn the look of a pipe cleaner.

Dyeing

Material dyeing
Dyeing of loose wool/cotton fibres or spun-dyed  
synthetic fibres. 

Yarn dyeing
The off-white yarn is dyed to the desired shade(s) 
before weaving.

Piece dyeing
The off-white yarn is woven into cloth which is then dyed. 

Please note that with all dyeing methods slight colour 
differences may occur from one production batch to  
the next.
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Weaves

Woven textiles combine two different thread systems, 
which respectively consist of warp and weft threads.  
The warp threads run lengthways and the weft threads  
run widthways.

The desired weave is obtained depending on how these 
two systems are combined. However, all can be traced  
back to three basic weaves: plain, twill and satin.

Basic structures 

Plain weave
The simplest and most common weave. The weft threads 
run above and below each warp thread. A plain weave 
looks the same front and back.

Plain weaves produce a firm, strong fabric as they make  
use of the maximum number of intersections. 

Frans Dijkmeijer sample weave designs (plain weave)
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Twill weave
This weave is characterised by the diagonal stripes that  
are formed during the weaving process. If the diagonal 
goes from left to right, the twill is called Z twill. If it goes 
from right to left, it is called S twill. 

Twill weave fabrics are more supple than plain-weave 
fabrics because they have fewer intersections.

Satin weave
With satin weaves there is a distinctive difference between 
the front and reverse sides of the textile, as either the warp 
or weft threads form the wearing surface.

Satin weave textiles are smooth and often lustrous.  
They also have a tighter structure than other fabrics. 

Complex structures 

Jacquard weave
Jacquard weaving is used for organic or complex patterns, 
such as floral motifs. It uses a technique in which each 
individual warp thread is raised or lowered independently 
of the others. This is carried out by a Jacquard machine, 
which typically is digitally guided.

Double weave
A double weave combines two items woven together.  
This means that both sides of the textile can be used  
as the front. Double weaving is often used for bedspreads.

Épinglé weave (uncut pile)
Épinglé textiles are created by tying each loop either once 
or twice, like a V or a W, in the base weave. This produces  
a very strong surface, which makes it almost impossible  
to pull out the loops.

Velvet (cut pile)
The technique used to produce velvet can be the same  
as that used for épinglé. However, in the case of velvet,  
the loops are cut, resulting in a very soft surface.

Another technique is to weave two fabrics face to face  
with the pile ends interchanging from one fabric to the 
other. The pile ends are then cut by knife while still in the 
loom, giving separate pieces of textile.
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Knits

Knitted textiles offer multi-directional elasticity. As a 
result, they are very flexible and particularly suited to 
organically shaped furniture. To produce knitted textiles, 
yarn is fed into needles, which grab it and form it into 
connected loops. 

Kvadrat's knitted textiles are mainly produced on circular 
knitting machines. The yarn is moved around by a circular 
bed of needles, creating a knitted tube. This is then cut 
open to make a flat fabric. There are many ways of 
producing versatile and exclusive knits other than circular 
knitting.

Different constructions 

Plain 
A flat, double-layered knitting technique producing a 
slightly structured surface. The upper layer is wool, 
connected to a polyester backside. It is not easy to 
distinguish the front from the back, except when a textile 
is laminated with foam. Adding a lamination is optional, 
giving the textile more volume. 

Double layered 
This type of textile has two layers that are connected at 
certain points. The sections  between these connections 
give the textile its structure. The connections can be 
visible or invisible, creating depth and different colour 
combinations. 

Double layered with single filling 
Double-layered textiles have two layers connected at 
certain points. These connections create little sections 
which give the textile its structure. Adding a filling yarn 
between the two layers gives the textile extra volume. 
After washing, the textile filling will expand and will find 
its way between the connections. The size of the pattern 
and distance between the connections gives a variation 
in volume.

Double layered with a double filling 
Double-layered textiles with thick filling have the same 
construction as single-layered filling textiles. The larger 
the pattern is, the more the inlay yarn expands creating 
more volume. 

Velvet 
Knitting a beautiful velvet is a complex process. To 
produce a knitted velvet, small loops are knitted and cut 
open later in the process. This results in upright woollen 
piles that soften the textile and give it a natural shine. 
Velvet textiles can be produced in wool and polyester 
yarns. After knitting, sheering, washing and fixing the 
textile, the velvet is laminated on a foam backing to give 
it a nice body and stable base. This also prevents the 
textile from curling on the edges.

Sewing recommendation for knitted fabrics 
Knitted fabrics are very different from woven fabrics in 
their construction and they cannot be sewn in the same 
way. Please follow sewing guidelines for knitted textiles 
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Outdoor textiles

Outdoor textiles are produced from highly durable, 
specially developed Trevira CS yarns. The fabrics provide 
resistance against chlorinated water, seawater and 
artificial weathering and is flame retardant.

Furthermore, a flourocarbon-free, environmentally-
friendly finish, which is water-repellent and fast drying, 
has been added.

They are suitable for all outdoor spaces, as well as other
areas, such as spas and indoor pools, where high 
humidity and chlorine are present.

In addition to furniture, they can also be used for screens,
parasols and furniture.

Other recommendations 
We do not recommend gluing knitted fabrics on furniture 
due to their construction. When glued, knitted fabrics will 
lose their elasticity, which is a key advantage of the 
textile. 

If gluing is absolutely necessary, a mock-up must be 
made before proceeding. 

If knitted fabrics are used for pinboards, please be sure 
to use very thin needles in order to avoid damaging the 
yarns and changing the construction of the fabric.



Plain weave: Hallingdal 65 Twill weave: Coda
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Jacquard: Memory 2 Épinglé: Letters



Velvet: Byram Knitted textile: Razzle Dazzle



Pretreatment and finishing

Outdoor textile: Patio
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Pretreatment and finishing methods

Mercerisation
A treatment that strengthens cotton and gives it a lustrous 
appearance. These effects are permanent. It involves 
simultaneously stretching the cotton while it is being  
treated in a caustic soda solution.

Milling
A finishing method for woollen fabric, in which the fabric is 
subjected to mechanical processing with soap and water.  
This gives the fabric a felt-like appearance. Milled fabric, 
however, is not comparable with true felt, which is not 
woven.

Sanforising
A controlled shrinking process for woven cotton  
fabrics, which results in fabrics that hold their shape 
particularly well.
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Protective finishes

Flame-retardant treatments
Products for public buildings often have to pass fire tests. 
These differ according to the area of application, country 
and regional standards. 

Several textiles pass these tests without requiring  
treatment, but others do not. We can organise flame- 
retardant treatment of our fabrics from stock.

Key facts:
•  Most textiles can be treated
•  Mainly applied by dipping
•  Can also be applied as a back coating
•  Usually cleaning-proof and some are wash-proof
•  Amount required depends on the textile’s design

Different types of Flame-retardant treatment:
•  Low Smoke Zirpro has been developed for wool fabrics
•  Flovan can be used on different materials
•   Private label retardants are also available for  

diverse materials

Discover more about the requirements relevant to your 
specific needs at kvadrat.dk/products/care-and-warranty

Stain-resistant treatment
Teflon, Scotchgard, Nanotex, fluorocarbon are all brands or 
names of stain-resistant treatments. All four treatments 
contain perflourinated compounds (PFCs), which are known 
to be persistent in the environment and are non-
biodegradable. PFC substances are suspected of being 
potentially harmful to health: they have been linked to cancer, 
immune system problems and to damage to the kidney and 
reproductive system.

Some of the chemical structures based on PFC are already
restricted by law, and more will be in the future. That is why
we at Kvadrat do not recommend stain-resistant treatments
and we continue to search for more sustainable alternatives. 
To our knowledge, PFC-based treatments are
not permanent and do not prevent the fabrics from getting 
dirty and will be worn off during use and cleaning.

In general we do not treat our textiles with PFC-stain and
water-resistant coatings as we consider these substances 
of being unnecessary in most cases and they do not accord 
with our sustainable profile. Nevertheless if you choose to 
treat your textiles you should consider the following:

Treatment is not necessary as wool is quite stain-resistant.
The treatment should not affect flammability.

We recommend that Trevira CS/Polyester FR are not 
treated, as treatment will reduce their flame retardancy

Treatment can be treated.

Cannot be treated.

Waterborn has been given a light water-repellent treatment 
in anticipation of its intended use in outdoor environments, 
therefore it does not require further treatment.

Wool

Trevira CS /
Polyester FR

Non-FR
synthetic fabrics

Polyurethane

Microfibre



Durability testing
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Abrasion resistance

Martindale
EN ISO 12947-2 is the most widely used and most true-to-life 
method of testing upholstery for abrasion resistance.

During Martindale testing the fabric is rubbed against  
a standard wool textile with a given weight-load applied.

The Martindale machine runs at intervals of 5,000 circular 
rubbing motions. The test continues until the two threads 
are worn.

Public areas and offices

Hotels, meeting rooms, hospital wards  
not used intensively
•  Soft upholstery 10,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery 15,000 revolutions
 
Lounges in hospitals, nursing homes, 
function rooms and student hostels
•  Soft upholstery 15,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery 25,000 revolutions
 
Offices, staff, meeting and lecture rooms, 
restaurants, canteens, cinemas, theatres 
and aircraft 
•  Soft upholstery 25,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery 35,000 revolutions
 
Trains, buses, passenger boats, hotel 
foyers, departure halls, cafeterias, schools 
and institutions for children and youths
•  Soft upholstery 30,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery 45,000 revolutions

Home
 
Rooms used occasionally 
•  Soft upholstery, 10,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery, 15,000 revolutions

 
Rooms used intensively 
•  Soft upholstery 15,000 revolutions 
•  Hard upholstery 25,000 revolutions

Upholstery classification (5th edition), Danish Technological Institute (2002)
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Wyzenbeek
Wyzenbeek, like Martindale, is a test used to measure 
abrasion. However, the test works differently to Martindale.

The Wyzenbeek machine rubs along the warp and weft, 
whereas the Martindale machine rubs in a figure-of-eight 
shape.

For heavy-duty usage, such as conference rooms and hotel 
dining rooms, the recommended specification is 30,000 
double rubs with the Wyzenbeek method (or 40,000 cycles 
with the Martindale method).

However, testing for certain spaces, such as theatres, 24-
hour emergency rooms and airport terminals, may require  
more than 30,000 double rubs. 

ACT Voluntary
Abrasion
Guideline for Woven Fabrics

The surface wear of a fabric caused by friction.

Low Traffic / Private Spaces – Woven Upholstery Fabrics
ASTM D4157 (ACT approved #10 Cotton Duck)
15,000 double rubs Wyzenbeek method
ASTM D4966 (12 KPa pressure)
20,000 cycles Martindale method

High Traffic / Public Spaces – Woven Upholstery Fabrics
ASTM D4157 (ACT approved #10 Cotton Duck)
30,000 double rubs Wyzenbeek method
ASTM D4966 (12 KPa pressure)
40,000 cycles Martindale method
¦ °
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Pilling

Pilling is the term used to indicate whether a fabric ‘pills’ 
– whether small balls of fibres, known as pills, form on  
the surface of the fabric due to wear.

The test for pilling is carried out by a Martindale machine. 
The fabric is rubbed against the same standard fabric that 
is used in the abrasion test. However, in this case there is  
no weight applied. Afterwards, the appearance of the 
rubbed fabric is compared against photos of the fabric 
taken before the test.

It is evaluated on a scale from 5 (best) to 1 (worst).

Method: EN ISO 12945
ASTM D3511 (ACT)
¡

Seam slippage 

The seam slippage test is used to determine the resistance 
to slippage of filling yarns over warp yarns, or warp yarns 
over filling yarns, using a standard seam.

The result is not judged by pass/fail criteria, but is used 
as information to help the furniture manufacturer decide 
whether to adjust the stitch length, seam allowance and 
so on. 

ASTM D4034 (ACT)
¡

Lightfastness

Lightfastness relates to the ability of a textile to retain its 
colour under light. When testing for lightfastness, samples 
are exposed to artificial daylight for a specified period. 

The evaluation scale ranges from 1 to 8, with 8 being the 
best score. An increase of one point corresponds to a 
doubling of the lightfastness– that is to say, the same 
fading takes twice as long.

At Kvadrat our minimum requirement is 5.

Method: ISO 105 B02, method 2 
AATCC 16, 40 hours (ACT) 
¿
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MaintenanceFastness to weathering

Fastness to weathering indicates the degree to which
a textile fades when exposed to outdoor conditions,
non-UV filtered artificial daylight and humidity.

It is evaluated on a scale from 8 (best) to 1 (worst). 
An increase of one point corresponds to a doubling of the
lightfastness – that is, the same fading takes twice as long.

Method: ISO 105 B04

Fastness to rubbing

The term for determining the resistance of a textile’s colour 
to rubbing off and staining other materials. A distinction is 
made between wet and dry rubbing.

It is evaluated on a scale from 5 ( best) to 1 (worst). 
At Kvadrat our minimum requirement for dry rubbing is 4 
and for wet rubbing our minimum requirement is 3-4.

Method: ISO 105 X12
AATCC 8 (ACT) 
¶
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Maintenance 

Regular cleaning is important in order to keep upholstery 
textile looking its best and to prolong its life. Dust and dirt 
wear down the textile and also reduce its fire-retardant 
properties.

Normal cleaning

1.   Vacuum frequently, ideally every week. Velour/chenille 
fabrics should be vacuumed in the direction of the nap. 
It is important to use a suitable mouthpiece for 
upholstery fabrics.

2.   Remove stains as soon as they occur
3.   Extraction clean when necessary

Stain removal
Act quickly. Soak up liquids with an absorbent napkin or 
cloth. Scrape off hardened stains with a spoon or dull 
knife. Any loose particles must be vacuum cleaned.

Use a sponge or white cloth wrung in clean warm water 
to remove the remaining stain. Regular sparkling water 
can also be used as the bubbles help dissolve the dirt. 
Shake the bottle for a greater effect.

Do not oversaturate the textile. Edge marks can be 
avoided by dabbing gently in circular motions towards the 
centre 
of the stain and/or blow-drying it carefully on a low speed.

Remove greasy stains by using an appropriate stain 
removal agent or solvent such as white spirit/turpentine 
or benzine. Always follow the dosage recommended by 
the manufacturer.
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In all cases, we recommend testing stain-removal agents
on an inconspicuous area first, to see if there is any effect 
on the cover.

Be sure to let the fabric dry fully before use.

The guidelines above are only recommendations and 
cannot guarantee complete stain removal. In all cases, we 
recommend contacting a professional dry cleaner. It is 
important to inform the dry cleaner whether the stain has 
already undergone treatment.

Velour/chenille fabrics
Stain removal can sometimes leave darker spots. 
In addition, pressure marks can occur during usage.  

Spots and pressure marks can be removed by brushing the 
textile with a soft brush in moist condition. Moist the textile 
by placing a damp cloth on the whole surface or spraying 
with distilled water. Then brush in the pile direction with  
a soft brush. The pile can also be restored by steaming. 
Keep a minimum distance of 10 cm between the steamer 
and textile. Let the textile dry completely before using 
again.

Please be aware that cotton velours are more sensitive than 
wool or mohair velours and our recommendations can not 
always guranatee the same results. Therefore, cotton 
velours textiles should be treated with special care during 
use.

Pressure marks are difficult to avoid even if the textile is 
used carefully. This is a typical property of velours and it is 
neither a defect nor a sign of low quality.

Velour textiles are generally more sensitive to wrong 
handling than flat-woven textiles. However, using the 

recommendations, a damp cloth or sprayed water and 
steam, are likely to remove most creases and pressure 
marks.

At Kvadrat, all our velours textiles are handled with special 
care and are transported in boxes to avoid creases and 
pressure marks.

Divina family
Removing stains from textiles in the Divina family can be 
difficult, as the fabric is being pressed after milling in order 
to achieve the felt-like surface.

Particularly on new woollen covers, the fibres will slightly 
rise when the fabric becomes moist. The moist area will 
appear darker. The darker area cannot be removed by 
pressing the textile but will be reduced by spraying water 
over the entire furniture piece and will also be even out 
during use.

Waterborn
After stain removal, we recommend blow-drying carefully 
on a low speed from the outer edge towards the centre of 
the stain area so as to avoid edge marks.

Extraction cleaning/carbonated cleaning
Extraction cleaning is a deep-cleaning method that should 
be considered only when absolutely essential. pH neutral 
carbon dioxide solutions are recommended; soap should 
not be used. It is important to use a mouthpiece suited to 
the extraction cleaning of upholstery fabrics rather than 
one intended for cleaning carpets.

Ensure that the fabric is completely dry before using.
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If the textile is glued attention must be paid to the 
temperature of the cleaning agent, max. 55-60°C is 
recommended. It is also important to avoid excess use of 
cleaning fluid, do not saturate the textile. If the fabric is very 
dirty it might be necessary to repeat cleaning.

We do not recommend a steam cleaner as the steam will 
force dirt deeper into the textile and will move up to the 
surface later.

Due to excess dye in jeans, dark jeans may leave stains on 
textiles; cleaning may not always lead to satisfying results.

Outdoor fabrics
Mildew growth is not promoted by synthetic textiles but 
mildew may grow on dirt and other foreign substances if 
not removed. Therefore outdoor fabrics must also
be cleaned regularly as detailed in the instructions above 
for indoor upholstery fabrics.

Removable covers
Removable covers made from synthetic fibres like Trevira
CS or polyester FR can normally be machine washed. It is
also possible to machine wash certain knitted as well as
microfibre upholsteries.

Note that not all covers with zippers are designed to be
removable.

Wash removable covers inside out. Use washing detergent 
designated for coloured textiles and the material the cover 
is made from, while following the dosage recommended by 
the manufacturer. The machine should only be half loaded 
and spin-dry at lowest speed.

The cover should be dried flat to retain its shape. It can 
be mounted on the furniture while it is still slightly damp 
in order to ease the process. Make sure that the cover is
completely dry before using the furniture again.

Removable covers made from woven, woollen textiles 
cannot be washed but should be dry-cleaned. For large
covers in all materials, we always recommend contacting
a professional cleaning company.

Detailed information about washing temperature and 
shrinkage can be found on our sample materials and also 
at kvadrat.dk.

Disinfection
Before disinfecting any textile, it should be thoroughly 
cleaned as recommended above. We recommend the 
following procedures to disinfect a Kvadrat textile:

Wool/natural fibres/blends

•   Alcohol-based disinfectants/surgical spirit can be used 
without damaging the textile or changing the colour. 
Concentration should be between 70 and 80%

•   Steam can be used for disinfecting – however be aware  
that textiles must be exposed to steam for a minumum of  
2 minutes; water-based glue may therefore be dissolved

•  Avoid household bleach and chlorine-based cleaners

Polyester and Trevira CS

•   Alcohol-based disinfectants/surgical spirit can be used 
without damaging the textile or changing the colour. 
Concentration should be between 70 and 80%

•   Household bleach and chlorine-based cleaners can be 
used without damaging the textile. The concentration 
should be 1000–1200ppm. Ready-to-use sanitizers, 
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spray or wipes can also be used. Rinsing with clean water 
is recommended after disinfection.

•   Bleach disinfectants can be used without damaging the 
textiles. Use a 5% bleach concentration: mix 1 part bleach 
to 10 times water. Rinsing with clean water is 
recommended after disinfection.

•   Steam can be used for disinfecting however be aware that 
textiles must be exposed to steam for min. 2 min. Water 
based glue might therefore be dissolved.

•   Upholstery textiles made of polyester including Trevira CS 
can be washed in temperatures up to 80 degrees Celsius.

Warning – do not rub the material hard because this could 
result in loss of colour or potentially damage the surface.

Be careful when using solvents; these could dissolve the 
padding beneath. Never use concentrated detergents or 
bleach, ammonia or soap intended for hard surfaces.

Care symbols

Washing

Y A washing bowl is used as the basic symbol for washing

F The number gives the highest washing temperature that  
the textile can tolerate

S Where the washing bowl is underlined, a delicates wash  
should be used. Delicates wash means a more gentle 
wash combined with higher water level, which means 
that the textile is subjected to less creasing. The words 
‘half load’ and ‘gentle spin’ will be shown in addition

G Where washing would damage the item, the basic  
symbol is crossed out, unless information regarding  
the risk is given in supplementary text

Bleaching

Z A triangle is used as the basic symbol for bleaching in 
connection with washing. Where bleaching is possible,  
the chemical designation ‘CI’ for chlorine is given in  
the triangle

B The basic symbol is crossed out where bleaching is  
to be avoided because it would damage the item

Dry cleaning

T A circle is used as the basic symbol for dry-cleaning

D The letter in the circle indicates the dry-cleaning fluid 
and dry-cleaning method to be used (information for 
the dry-cleaners)

H An underlining of the basic symbol means that the 
textile requires a gentle dry-cleaning process
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L If dry-cleaning will damage the item, the basic symbol  
is crossed out unless information regarding damage  
is given in supplementary text

Drying

V A circle surrounded by a square is used as a basic  
symbol for drying in connection with laundering

o Where all drying methods, i.e. tumble-drying, 
X line-drying, drip-drying and drying flat are possible,  

the symbol shows the maximum basic temperature 
for tumble-drying in the form of one or two dots

C Where tumble-drying would damage the item  
irreparably, the basic symbol is crossed out

Ironing

U An iron is used as the basic symbol for post-washing  
treatment. The temperature is indicated by the number 
of dots within the iron symbol – one, two or three dots.

E Ironing with or without steam  
Max 110°C (acrylic/acetate)

I Ironing with or without steam  
Max 150°C (wool/polyester/viscose)

J Ironing with or without steam  
Max 200°C (cotton/linen)

a Where ironing would damage the item  
the basic symbol is crossed out

Other symbols from our textile labels

2 The arrow indicates where the selvedge is located on  
a full piece of fabric compared to the sample

i Tested and approved to meet the fire requirements for 
shipping – EU Directive on marine equipment (96/98/
EC) as amended by Commission Directive 2010/68/EF

u Passes EN 1021-1/2 as a minimum

j The textile has been tested for acoustic properties

l The textile is EU Ecolabel compliant 

ACT symbols

€ Flammability US Cal. Bull. 117-2013

¶ Wet & Dry crocking

¿ Colourfastness to light

¡ Physical properties (pilling, breaking strength, seam 
slippage)

° Abrasion Low traffic

¦ Abrasion High traffic



Environmental labels and certificates
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EU Ecolabel 
The EU Ecolabel is only awarded when a product’s life-cycle 
is among the best in the market for a particular category. 

Customers can be sure that, if a textile carries an EU 
Ecolabel, it is in the top third of its particular product 
category for environmental and functional performance.

The many criteria for the EU Ecolabel are divided into three  
main areas:

1.   Environmental requirements for types of fibre used
2.  Environmental requirements for processes and 

chemicals
3. Requirements for fitness for use of finished textiles

l
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GREENGUARD Gold
GREENGUARD Gold certification verifies that chemical 
and particle emissions emitted by building products and 
materials fall within acceptable indoor air-quality pollutant 
thresholds, thereby ensures a good indoor air environment.

The majority of our textiles are GREENGUARD Gold 
certified. This certificate can help earn credits in green 
building schemes such as LEED, WELL, BREEAM, DGNB etc.

HPD (Health Product Declaration)
HPD declares the content in products from a health- 
related perspective.

HPD can help with credits in green building schemes 
such as LEED, WELL, BREEAM and DGNB.

https://www.hpd-collaborative.org/

EPD (Environmental Product Declaration)
Our EPDs are based on an Life-cycle assessment (LCA)
and follow the principles of the ISO 14040 standards
for life-cycle assessment, providing you with 
information about the environmental impact of our
products. Data comes from internationally recognised 
LCA databases, combined with literature sources and
knowledge from Kvadrat and our suppliers. The model
is based on the standard EN15804 and is structured
according to the EU’s model for product environmental
footprint (PEF). The majority of our textiles are EPD
certified.

EPDs can provide supporting information on products' 
life-cycle impact for green building schemes.

All our certificates and declarations are available to view 
on our website. Search for a specific product and scroll 
down to downloads and certificates.

Discover more about our environmental certificates at
kvadrat.dk/about/environment-and-quality





Raw wool shipped from Australia Ecru and black wool blended to create melange effect



Wool in various colours blended to create specific shades of the textile Divina MD



Yarns being prepared for the looms



Looms 



Results of Martindale testing



Final quality check



Textiles ready for dispatch at Kvadrat headquarters, Ebeltoft
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Abrasion resistance   85
Care symbols   99
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Cleaning, stain removal   93 
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Cotton   9, 37, 39, 51, 61, 79, 87, 100
Designers   10
Dyeing   61
Environment   11, 45, 69, 105 – 107
Environmental labels and certificates   105 – 107
EU Ecolabel   11, 38, 105
Fastness to rubbing   90
Fastness to weathering   90
Flame-retardant treatments   80
Flame-retardant polyester   45
Greenguard Gold   9, 38, 45, 49, 106
Hemp   37, 41
Knitted textiles   66, 75
LEED   106, 107
Lightfastness   89, 90
Linen   40
Maintenance   48, 91, 93
Man-Made materials   42 – 49
Martindale   85 – 88, 118
Mercerisation   79
Microfibre   49, 55, 81
Milling   79
Natural fibres   37 – 41, 43, 59, 97
Outdoor   46, 69, 76, 90, 96
Pilling   38, 45, 88, 101
Polyester   44, 45, 49, 81, 97, 98, 100
Polyester, flame-retardant   45
Polyester, recycled   45, 53
Polypropylene   44

Contact

We always like to hear from our customers. If you have a  
question we can help with, or would like to talk to a local  
Kvadrat representative, visit kvadrat.dk/en/about/contact

Head office
Lundbergsvej 10 
8400 Ebeltoft
Denmark

T +45 8953 1866
F +45 8953 1800
E kvadrat@kvadrat.org
kvadrat.dk



Polyurethane   44, 48, 49, 81
Rubbing, fastness to   90
Sanforising   79
Stain removal   93
Stain-resistant treatment   81
Symbols, care   99
Trevira CS   36, 44, 45, 54, 69, 81, 96 – 98
Velvet (cut pile)   65, 67, 74
Viscose   43
Weathering, fastness to   90
Weaves   62 – 65
Weave, double   65
Weave, épinglé   65, 73
Weave, jacquard   65, 72
Weave, plain   62, 63, 70
Weave, satin   64
Weave, twill   64, 71
Wool   36, 37, 38, 52, 61, 66, 79, 80, 81, 85, 95, 97, 100
Wyzenbeek   86, 87
Yarns   45, 59, 60, 61, 67, 69, 88
Yarns, carded   59
Yarns, chenille   60, 93, 94
Yarns, filament   59
Yarns, plied   60
Yarns, spun   59
Yarns, worsted   60
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